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Modern railway has a high speed, heavy load and intensive development trend. It not only brings the 
opportunities of railway transport capacity and volume, but also makes the data of various types of large-scale 
continuous growth. In the stage of the development of the railway by the production enterprise to the service 
enterprise, it is necessary to vigorously promote the application of cloud computing, and to plan the cloud 
computing framework. We study a parallel support vector machine model based on multi-level SVM, and 
realize the parallel algorithm in cloud computing environment. The algorithm divides the large training data set 
into a number of small training sets by Map, and then a new SVM is combined with these small t raining sets. 
Finally, the data is trained to be a new SVM by Reduce. At the end of the paper, we use the SVM parallel 
forecasting method to predict the passenger flow of China Railway, and compare the performance of the 
distributed with that of non-distributed algorithms. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has 
better effect than single machine algorithm in terms of time consumption and classification accuracy. With the 
increase of nodes, the time consumption is significantly shortened. 

1. Introduction 

Modern railway has a high speed, heavy load and intensive development trend. It not only brings the 
opportunities of railway transport capacity and volume, but also makes the data of various types of large-scale 
continuous growth. So it has brought a huge challenge to the information process of the railway. In the stage 
of the development of the railway by the production enterprise to the service enterprise, it is necessary to 
vigorously promote the application of cloud computing, and to plan the cloud computing framework (Lei Yun 
Wan (2011), Shi Xianliang (2011), and Zhou Xiang (2009)). Railway information can make train schedule with 
the change of passenger flow more targeted. The cloud platform can be used to build the booking system 
contains ticketing, refund, booking appointments and many other subsystems including technical support, 
maintenance and monitoring of massive ticket information (Wang Yili (2010) and Wang Juan (2009)). 
Therefore, the processing capacity of the railway passenger flow data in the cloud platform is particularly 
important. 
Since MapReduce is an important method of big data mining algorithm, the domestic and foreign scholars 
have been abundant in the research of this aspect. MapReduce programming model based on cloud 
computing is a good solution to the problem of massive information processing in parallel, and the 
MapReduce model has the function of load balancing and automatic processing the node failure (Dean J C 
(2004) and Doulkeridis (2014)). Cheng Tao et al. (2006) and M.Y. Eltabakh (2011) developed the MapReduce 
parallel programming model to machine learning, and realized many kinds of machine learning algorithms. 
Kun Deng (2011) and C. Engle et al.'s (2012) report gave a algorithm of parallel SMO support vector machine, 
which is based on the sample set uniform and randomly divided into a number of data sets that are not too 
small. It is more effective for linear vector machine. Nasullah et al. (2011) and F. Färber, et al. (2012) used 
this idea to linear support vector machine. The experiment proved the effectiveness of the proposed idea for 
linear support vector machines. MapReduce parallel computing framework has been widely concerned by 
researchers because of its excellent performance and the simplicity of programming model in dealing with 
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large-scale data. So, a lot of data processing algorithms based on MapReduce parallel framework have been 
implemented and achieved good performance(Yin Chuanye (2014) and Tang Duoyu (2013)).  
In this paper, the application of cloud computing technology in railway large-scale data processing includes 
two aspects: on the one hand, based on the characteristics of the railway resource distribution, the paper 
proposes the method of using Hadoop cloud computing technology to analyze large data of railway passenger 
flow. This method can effectively improve the speed and efficiency of data analysis by constructing a cloud 
computing platform based on Hadoop. On the other hand, according to the data characteristics of the railway, 
we study a parallel support vector machine model based on multi level SVM, and realize the parallel algorithm 
in cloud computing environment. The algorithm divides the large training data set into a number of small 
training sets by Map, and then a new SVM is combined with these small training sets. Finally, the data is 
trained to be a new SVM by Reduce. At the end of the paper, we use the SVM parallel forecasting method to 
predict the passenger flow of China Railway, and compare the performance of the distributed with that of non 
distributed algorithms. 

2. Cloud computing platform of railway passenger flow data based on hadoop 

With the characteristics of railway passenger transport, the big data of railway passenger flow in the design of 
the cloud platform using distributed and hierarchical structure. As shown in Figure 1, it can be divided into 3 
layers: data layer, model layer, and application layer. 
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Figure 1: The architecture diagram of big data of railway passenger flow in cloud platform 
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(1) Data Layer 
Railway passenger flow data including network data and business data. The data layer stores these data by 
HDFS Hadoop. And then, we can use Hbase, Hive and other data processing and management tools to 
dynamically generate Map-Reduce tasks. After that, through the high efficiency of the railway passenger flow 
data, processing results are still stored in file format in HDFS. At the same time, according to the specific 
business needs, we can export the required format. 
(2) Model Layer. 
The model layer uses the processing results of the big data of railway passenger flow which is processed in 
the data layer, and establishes the analysis model, such as the statistical model of the passenger's 
destination, the passenger's network booking model, the hierarchical demand model, the passenger flow 
forecast model, etc.. It can form an integrated analysis platform for the passenger's whereabouts and the 
network booking, so as to optimize the railway transportation system. 
(3) Application Layer 
The application layer analysis the results of model layer, such as the characteristics of the passenger's 
trajectory, and the concentration of the point of booking, so as to design a targeted sales program. It can 
effectively improve the efficiency of passenger transport of China's railway. 

3. Parallel support vector forecasting model based on map-reduce 

Support vector machine regression has two types including linear regression and non-linear regression. For 
linear regression, linear regression function is developed as follows: 

( )  f x x b .                                                   (1) 

Assume training sample set Dn consist of n samples (xi,yi)(i=1, 2,...,n), where ix X , iy R  are the best 
assessments. In order to guarantee flat of Eq. (1), we need to find a smallest w. Therefore, universal number 
of minimized Euclidean space is introduced and some technologies such as duality principle and lagrangian 
multiplier method are applied to find smallest w. Here, a regression function is obtained as follows: 
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The basic ideal of non-linear support vector machine regression is demonstrated in the following. Firstly, data 
can be mapped into high dimensional feature space by a non-linear mapping. Secondly, linear regression can 
be implemented in this space. Therefore, the linear regression in the high dimensional feature space can 
correspond to non-linear regression in the low dimensional input space, which can be achieved through core 

function      ,   i j i jk x x x x . Thus, the following equation can be acquired: 
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Where constant C >0 is named penalty factor. If C is big, fitness bias has bigger penalty. ε is biggest bias that 

regression can be allowed. Then, regression function can be demonstrated as follows: 
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Parameter b can be obtained from the following equation. 
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2 2( , ) exp[ ( ) ]   K x y x y                                                (6) 

Different from the traditional single model method, the parallel multi model method can be aimed at different 
clustering to select different kernel parameters for each sub model. Because kernel of Gauss is a typical local 
function. So, the distance between the data and the test point is getting closer, the influence on function value 
is higher. We can determine the kernel width parameter according to the average distance between the data 
and the clustering center. It is used to ensure that the data in the cluster has a greater impact on the value of 
the kernel function, while the data in the non cluster has little effect on the value of the kernel function. The 
calculation formula is as follows: 

, 2
1

 
l

i i j i

j

x c l

 1, , ; 1, , i k j l                                                  (7) 

Among them: 
ic  is the center of i th cluster, ,i jx  is the of j th sample data of i th cluster, l  is the sample 

number in the i th cluster. 
In this paper, the large scale training data set of SVM algorithm is divided into several small training sets by 
Map, and then a new SVM model is combined with these small training sets. That is to say, the   
( 0  i C ) corresponds to the sample ( , )ix y  as the input of Reduce. In the cloud computing 
environment, the training data set is automatically completed by the Map-Reduce system. It is based on the 
user's Map input block size, the big data set is divided into a number of small training sets that are not greater 
than the block size of the Map input. Then, small training sets are the input for Map task, and the Map tasks 
are independent and parallel execution. After each Map task completed the training of their small training set, 
the sample data of the support vector machine is used as the output of Map. 

4. Simulation experiment and result analysis 

Due to the length of the article and the author's limited energy, this paper only carries on the deployment of 
the Hadoop cluster of the railway passenger flow data, and experiments are applied to demonstrate the 
effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method and the design of the platform. In order to verify the 
performance of the high performance computing system under the background of big data, this paper uses the 
Hadoop cluster environment is made up of 8 SYSTEM X3850 IBM server, each server is a quad core PC, 
each core as a Hadoop node. One of them is NameNode, the other is the DataNode. In addition, in order to 
compare the performance of the benchmark, we are running a contrast experiment in non distributed mode. 
After that, we use the fast Fourier-Transform algorithm to generate the test data sets of 3 different sizes: small 
data sets (S, 100MB), medium data sets (M, 300 MB) and large data sets (L, 500MB). We take different data 
sets as the sample data set of the parallel SVM algorithm, and compare with the non distributed SVM 
algorithm. Experimental results are shown in figure 2 and figure 3. 
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Figure 2: Data distribution with different base columns.  

As can be seen from Figure 2, the amount of data processed by the two SVM algorithms in a same node 
dimension is different. The amount of data processed by parallel (distributed) SVM algorithm is less than 
traditional (non distributed) SVM algorithm. However, with the gradual increase of nodes, the amount of data 
processed by the two algorithms have gradually produced a difference. Although with the increase of nodes, 
the two algorithms can deal with more data. But the parallel (distributed) SVM algorithm is more obvious and 
more outstanding. 

 

Figure 3: Performance evaluation of Map-Reduce execution with different base columns 

Can be seen from figure 3, the time consuming of the computation of the two kinds of SVM algorithms in the 
same data dimension is also different. When dealing with small sample data sets, the difference between the 
two algorithms is not significant. And with the increase of the number of sample data, the time consuming of 
operation has gradually produced the difference. Obviously the computing speed of the parallel (distributed) 
SVM algorithm is faster. 
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5. Conclusions 

In this paper, a distributed cloud computing method is proposed to improve the speed and efficiency of big 
data analysis of railway passenger flow data. We analyze the problem of low efficiency of the traditional data 
analysis method in the big data of railway passenger flow. Then, we propose a distributed cloud computing 
method based on Hadoop, design a large data cloud computing platform based on Hadoop, and realize the 
big data processing function of the parallel SVM passenger flow in the cloud platform. Experiments show that 
the method proposed in this paper is effective and feasible. In order to further study the application of Hadoop 
in railway passenger flow data analysis, this paper gives the direction of application. 
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